ARCHITECTURE- DOSSIN

Filling out your Door and Window Schedule in REVIT


DOOR SCHEDULE: CHANGE ALL HEADINGS TO READ IN CAPITAL LETTERS and set the alignment to be center
justified.

MARK: This is the number that was assigned to the door, which will show up on the plan and elevations and you do
not need to change it.
TYPE: This is a number that designates the type of door. For example, all hollow core doors in one style in your
project may be a #2 type and hollow core doors of another style may be #4 type.
DOOR
WIDTH: The width of the door.
HEIGHT: The height of the door.
THICKNESS: The thickness of the door.
MATERIAL: Possible materials include hollow wood, solid wood, fiberglass, MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard),
Aluminum, Vinyl, Steel, Glass,
FINISH: Is the door painted, stained, etc.
FIRE RATING: LIST the UL Label as noted below.

HARDWARE: This is typically listed as hardware sets, for example all interior doors with “X” type of handle, “Y” type
of hinge, and “Z” type of locking will be hardware set “A” or “1”.
FRAME
FRAME TYPE: This is a number that designates the type of frame. For example, all frames that are 6’-0” x 8’-0”
hollow metal in your project may be a #1 type and all frames that are 3’-0” x 8’-0” wood are #2 type.
FRAME MATERIAL: Vinyl, Wood, Fiberglass, Aluminum, Hollow Metal, etc.
FRAME FINISH: painted, stained, etc.
FRAME JAMB: Delete this column
FRAME HEAD: Delete this column
COMMENTS: Any extra information that would have to be included.



WINDOW SCHEDULE: CHANGE ALL HEADINGS TO READ IN CAPITAL LETTERS and set the alignment to be center
justified.

TYPE MARK: This is the number that was assigned to the door, which will show up on the plan and elevations and
you do not need to change it.
R.O. WIDTH AND HEIGHT: No need to change any numbers here
TYPE- Fixed, operable, double hung, awning, etc. This should already be assigned and filled out.
MANUFACTURER: Research and find a window manufacture that does commercial grade windows and include their
name here.
MODEL: Delete this column
MATERIAL: wood, aluminum, vinyl, clad.
FINISH: Painted or stained
HEAD: Delete this column
JAMB: Delete this column
SILL: Delete this column
GLAZING THICKNESS: Delete this column
GLAZING TYPE:

HEAD HEIGHT: Already set within your model so no need to change.
COMMENTS: Any extra information that would have to be included

